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ABSTRACT
Several techniques that compute the join between two spatial
datasets have been proposed during the last decade. Among these
methods, some consider existing indices for the joined inputs,
while others treat datasets with no index, providing solutions for
the case where at least one input comes as an intermediate result
of another database operator. In this paper we analyze previous
work on spatial joins and propose a novel algorithm, called slot
index spatial join (SISJ), that efficiently computes the spatial join
between two inputs, only one of which is indexed by an R-tree.
Going one step further, we show how SISJ and other spatial join
algorithms can be implemented as operators in a database
environment that joins more than two spatial datasets. We study
the differences between relational and spatial multiway joins, and
propose a dynamic programming algorithm that optimizes the
execution of complex spatial queries.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The large and steadily increasing availability of multidimensional
data in various forms (e.g., satellite images, digital video, multimedia documents) has rendered spatial query processing as one of
the most active research areas in the database community. In addition to conventional applications, such as GIS, spatial query
processing techniques have been successfully employed in a number of domains including medical information systems and time
series databases. Several types of spatial queries have been studied; these include window queries (spatial selections) [Gut84],
relation-based queries [PTSE95], nearest neighbors [RKV95] and
similarity search [PM98]. Traditional methods used in relational
databases are not directly applicable for spatial queries due to the
fact that there is no total ordering of objects in space that preserves spatial proximity [Gün93]. As a result, a number of spatial
access methods (SAMs) have been proposed [GG98].
The most popular spatial access method is the R-tree [Gut84],
which can be thought of as an extension of B +-tree in multidimensional space. Each R-tree node consists of a number of enProceedings of the ACM SIGMOD International Conference on
Management of Data, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, June 1999.

tries of the form (MBR, ptr). At leaf node entries, MBR is the
minimum bounding rectangle of a data object and ptr is the id of
the object. At intermediate node entries, MBR is the minimum
bounding rectangle of all data objects under the R-tree node
pointed by ptr. Each R-tree node (except from the root) should
contain at least a number of entries (minimum R-tree node utilization). The R*-tree [BKSS90] is an improved version of R-tree that
employs a sophisticated insertion algorithm, achieving best quality of intermediate nodes. The R-tree and R*-tree are dynamic
SAMs that build and maintain their structure incrementally, thus
serving as efficient index methods for spatial data. Packing algorithms [RL85, KF93, vdBSW97] build optimal R-tree structures
from a static set of objects in space. The resulting packed R-trees
have full leaf nodes, and thus minimum number of nodes and
height, leading to minimization of search time.
Among the most important spatial queries is the spatial join,
which retrieves from two datasets all object pairs that satisfy a
spatial predicate (e.g., “find all pairs of cities and rivers that intersect”). The first known work on spatial joins is by Orenstein
[Ore86], who proposes a 1-dimensional ordering of spatial objects
that uses space-filling curves (z-ordering), and B+-trees to index
them. The spatial join is then performed in a merge join fashion,
whereas range queries can be answered using the B+-tree index.
Rotem [Rot91] describes the creation and maintenance of a spatial
join index, analogous to the relational join index, that indexes two
spatial relations and is especially used to compute their join.
Günther [Gün93] proposes a method that joins two inputs, provided that they are both indexed by generalization trees. A generalization tree can be either a spatial access method, or some hierarchical conceptual structure.
Brinkhoff et al. [BKS93] describe an algorithm and some optimization techniques that compute the spatial join of two datasets
indexed by R-trees. This method, called R-tree join (RJ), synchronously traverses both trees, excluding pairs of nodes that do
not intersect, based on the simple observation that such pairs cannot contain overlapping MBRs. RJ is considered as one of the
most important spatial join methods, due to its efficiency and the
popularity of R-trees. Huang et al. [HJR97a] present a breadthfirst search optimized version of RJ that is very efficient when a
reasonably large buffer is available. After the RJ algorithm, research interest focused on spatial join processing when no index is
available for some input.
Suppose that we have to join two inputs; the first is indexed by an
R-tree, while the second one is not indexed (e.g., it comes as result of another query operation). Lo and Ravishankar [LR94]
propose an algorithm, seeded tree join (STJ), that builds an Rtree-like index (seeded tree) for the second set and then joins the
two trees using RJ. The same authors deal with the problem of

joining two sets, none of which is indexed. A hash-join based
method (HJ) is presented in [LR96]. HJ uses sampling information to partition the first dataset, creating a number of buckets
which may overlap. The second set is then partitioned into buckets with the same extents as the first set’s buckets, replicating an
object when it overlaps more than one bucket. The spatial join is
finally performed by joining the pairs of buckets that have the
same extent. These techniques are discussed and analyzed further
in section 2.
Patel and DeWitt [PD96] describe another hash-join based algorithm, partition based spatial merge join (PBSM), that regularly
partitions the space and hashes both inputs into the partitions. It
then joins groups of partitions that cover the same area using a
plane-sweep technique [PS85] to produce the join results. Some
objects from both sets may be assigned in more than one partitions, so the algorithm needs to sort the results in order to remove
the duplicate pairs. Another algorithm that uses a regular space
decomposition is the size separation spatial join (S3J) [KS97]. S3J
avoids replication of objects during the partitioning phase by introducing more than one partition layers. Each object is assigned
in a single partition, but one partition may be joined with many
upper layer partitions. The number of layers is usually small
enough for one partition from each layer to fit in memory, thus
multiple scans of the files during the join phase are avoided. S3J
uses Hilbert curve ordering to sort the partitions inside the layers,
and to avoid extra pointers between partitions of different layers.
A recent paper [APR+98] proposes an algorithm, called scalable
sweeping-based spatial join (SSSJ), that applies combination of
plane sweep and space partitioning to join the datasets, and works
under the assumption that in most cases the “horizon” of the
sweep line will fit in main memory. However, the algorithm cannot avoid external sorting of both datasets which may lead to large
I/O overhead.
In summary, RJ should be used when both inputs are indexed by
R-trees, while there is a variety of good algorithms (HJ, PBSM,
S3J and SSSJ) for non-indexed inputs. Currently, however, there
does not exist an efficient method for joining two inputs out of
which only one is indexed. In section 2, we show that STJ is not
always applicable and other methods like indexed nested loop
join, and packed R-tree building are, in general, inefficient. In
section 3, we propose an algorithm, called Slot Index Spatial Join
(SISJ), which is very efficient when only one input is indexed by
an R-tree. SISJ is motivated by STJ and HJ, but outperforms both
of them analytically and experimentally. Section 4 presents a general method that computes the multiway join between more than
two spatial datasets by combining pairwise join algorithms. The
technique applies RJ when both inputs are indexed, SISJ when
only one R-tree exists, and HJ if no indexes are present. Query
optimization is performed through a dynamic programming algorithm using cost models for the pairwise joins and analytical formulae for the expected size of intermediate results. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper with directions for future work.

2. BACKGROUND
Let A, B be two sets of objects in space out of which only A is
indexed by an R-tree RA. Alternative methods that compute the
spatial join between A and B include:
(i)

probe each object from B against RA (indexed nested loop
join).

(ii) build an on the fly R-tree index RB for B, and then join RA
and RB using RJ.
(iii) build a seeded R-tree for B, and then join the trees [LR94].
(iv) do not consider the index of the first input, and use a spatial
join algorithm for non-indexed inputs [LR96, PD96, KS97,
APR+98].
The indexed nested loop algorithm (i) is a viable choice, only
when the size of input B is small enough for the expected number
of accesses in RA not to exceed the total number of pages in the
index; in the general case it is too expensive. Patel and DeWitt
[PD96] use a bulk loading technique that builds a Hilbert packed
R-tree [KF93] for set B, under the assumption that the size of B is
smaller than the available buffer. For typical situations (i.e., the
size of B is greater than the buffer), however, method (ii) is expensive because of the large overhead of external sorting prior to
building RB. [LR94] shows that method (iii) outperforms (ii) by a
wide margin but it does not consider bulk loading in the implementation of (ii). In [LR96], it is suggested that method (iv) using
HJ, can be more efficient than approaches that use indices. In the
sequel we describe in detail STJ and HJ.

2.1 Seeded tree join
The seeded tree method [LR94] joins two spatial inputs, provided
that only one is supported by an R-tree. This technique builds a
second R-tree using RA as a seed, and then applies RJ to join the
two R-trees. The motivation behind creating a seeded R-tree for
the second input, instead of a normal R-tree, is the fact that a
seeded tree with extents similar to RA nodes will be more efficient
during tree matching, as the number of overlapping node pairs
between the trees will be smaller. Thus, the seeded tree construction algorithm creates an R-tree that is optimal for spatial join and
not for range searching.
The seeded tree construction is divided in two phases: the seeding
and the growing phase. In the seeding phase the top k levels (k is a
parameter of the algorithm) of RA are copied to formulate the top
k levels of the seeded tree SB. The entries of the lowest level of SB
are called slots. After copying, the slots maintain the copied extent, but they point to empty (null) sub-trees. During the growing
phase, all objects from B are inserted into SB. A rectangle is inserted under the slot that contains it, or needs the least area enlargement. Figure 1 shows an example of a seeded tree structure.
The top 2 levels of the R-tree are copied to guide the insertion of
the second dataset.
Lo and Ravishankar propose some techniques that optimize the
structure of the seeded tree, and a filtering mechanism that rejects
rectangles from the second set that do not overlap any of the seed
slots. They also present a tree construction technique that reduces
I/O page accesses when the size of the tree exceeds the size of the
available memory buffer. If this happens, many pages may have to
be fetched and written back to disk during a single insertion, resulting in a large I/O cost. In order to avoid buffer thrashing, the
objects which are to be inserted under a slot are written in a temporary file. After all objects are inserted, an R-tree is constructed
for each temporary file, and is pointed by the corresponding slot
in the seeded tree. To implement this mechanism and minimize
random I/O accesses, at least one page is allocated in the buffer
for each slot. If the buffer is full, all slots that have more than a
constant number of pages flush their data to disk and memory is
freed.

A problem with STJ, however, is that it cannot be applied in every
case. In order for the above algorithm to work efficiently, the
number of slots S should not exceed the number of pages M in the
system buffer. If S≥M, it is not possible to avoid buffer thrashing,
which may lead to a large I/O penalty. Thus the algorithm is inefficient when the fanout of the R-tree nodes is large and the memory buffer is relatively small. Consider, for instance, a dataset of
100,000 objects which are indexed by a 8K page size R-tree (a
rather typical case). Under the assumption that each node entry is
20 bytes long (16 for the x- and y-coordinates, plus 4 for the object id or block reference), the capacity of a tree node is 409; thus
the dataset can be indexed by a 2-level R-tree, with 245 leaf nodes
and 1 root. When trying to apply STJ, we have to copy the root
level of the R-tree to the seeded tree, which results in S=245. As a
consequence the algorithm cannot be applied for buffers smaller
than 1.96Mbytes.

2.2 Spatial Hash-Join
Spatial hash-join (HJ) [LR96], based on the relational hash-join
paradigm, computes the spatial join of two inputs, none of which
is indexed. Set A is partitioned into S buckets, where S is decided
using the system parameters. The initial extents of the buckets are
determined by sampling. Each object is inserted into the bucket
that is enlarged the least. Set B is hashed into buckets with the
same extent as A’s buckets, but with a different insertion policy;
an object is inserted into all buckets that intersect it. Thus, some
objects may go into more than one bucket (replication), and some
may not be inserted at all (filtering). The algorithm does not ensure equal sized1 partitions for A, as sampling cannot guarantee
the best possible slots. Equal sized partitions for B cannot be
guaranteed in any case, as the distribution of the objects in the
two datasets may be totally different. Figure 2 shows an example
of two datasets, partitioned using the HJ algorithm.
After hashing set B, the two bucket sets are joined; each bucket
from A is matched with only one bucket from B, thus requiring a
single scan of both files, unless for some pair of buckets none of
them fits in memory. If one bucket fits in memory, it is loaded and
the objects of the other bucket are prompted against it. If none of
the buckets fits in memory, an R-tree is built for one of them, and
the bucket-to-bucket join is executed in an indexed nested-loop
fashion.
Experiments in [LR96] show that HJ is better in terms of I/O than
building two seeded trees and joining them. It is also shown that
this algorithm is faster than spatial join with pre-computed R-tree
indices (RJ), if the difference between sequential and random disk
accesses is taken into account. We believe that this comparison of
HJ with RJ is unfair. First, as we show in section 3, RJ is significantly faster than HJ in terms of CPU-time. Second, as shown in
[KC98], when a R-tree packing method that places sibling nodes
in sequence is used, the I/O performance of RJ in terms of I/O is
significantly improved. In the rest of the paper, we will not consider the difference between random and sequential I/O accesses.
We cannot draw conclusive results about the relative performance
of HJ with respect to other algorithms that perform joins of nonindexed inputs (i.e., PBSM, S3J, SSSJ). The experiments in
[KS97] suggest that S3J behaves best when the datasets contain
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relatively large rectangles and extensive replication occurs in HJ
and PBSM. HJ is, in general, expected to perform better than
PBSM, because the latter requires sorting of the results in order to
remove duplicate solutions. In [APR+98] SSSJ is compared only
with PBSM, and was found inferior in the average case (but better
for skewed data). Furthermore, SSSJ requires sorting of both datasets to be joined, and therefore it does not favor pipelining and
parallelism of spatial joins. On the other hand, the fact that PBSM
uses partitions with fixed extents makes it suitable for processing
multiple joins in parallel [PYK+97].

3. THE SLOT INDEX SPATIAL JOIN
As shown in section 2, STJ is not always applicable due to buffer
size limitations. In this section we propose a novel algorithm,
called slot index spatial join (SISJ), which is very efficient when
only one R-tree index exists, and can be used independently of the
buffer size. The motivation behind SISJ is to apply hash-join,
using as buckets the entries of the topmost R-tree level that leads
to a desired number of partitions S. In order to overcome the
limitation of buffer size, (i.e., when the number of entries is larger
than the buffer size M), SISJ groups the entries of the selected tree
level to S (possibly overlapping) partitions called slots. Each slot
contains the MBR of the indexed R-tree entries, along with a list
of pointers to these entries. The algorithm uses the MBRs of the
slots to hash set B. Hash-join is then performed by joining each
bucket of set B with the data under the R-tree entries pointed by
the corresponding slot in the slot index. Figure 3 illustrates a 3level R-tree (the leaf level is not shown) and a slot index built
over it. If M=10, the root level contains too few entries to be used
as partition buckets. As the number of entries in the next level are
over M, we have to partition them in S=9 (for this example) slots
(notice that STJ cannot be applied in this case).
As stated before, S should be smaller than M in order to avoid
buffer thrashing. The lower limit of S is such that the expected
number of data from set A in each slot will fit in memory. If PA is
the number of pages that can fit the first dataset (i.e. the number
of RA leaf nodes assuming that RA is packed), then:

 PA

M


<S<M


(1)

in order for the data under each slot to fit in memory. There exist
some cases (when M is very small compared to PA) that the lower
limit PA/M should be ignored. Consider, for instance, that the
page size is 8K, the buffer size is 128K, and set A consists of
100,000 objects (=2Mbytes); then M=128/8=16 and PA = 245. Eq.
(1) results in 16 < S < 16, which does not provide a valid value for
S. Thus, the lower limit is ignored and the partitions are not guaranteed to fit in memory. More details about the choice of S are
given in section 3.3.

3.1 The SISJ algorithm
SISJ takes as parameter the desired number of slots S according to
eq. (1). The topmost tree level k with total number of entries nE >
PA/M is the level where partitioning will take place2. If nE is
within the valid range for S, i.e. PA/M < nE < M, S is exactly nE
and the slots will have as extents the MBRs of these entries. If nE
≥ M, we cannot directly use the entries nE to partition and the slot
index should be built. A good partitioning mechanism will minimize total area and overlap between the slots, and will evenly
distribute the entries. We consider 3 policies of partitioning the nE
entries into S groups:
(i)

SplitXL: sort entry MBRs with respect to their lower xcoordinate and divide them into S equal sized groups. This
method is motivated by [RL85].

(ii) SplitHC: sort entry MBRs with respect to the Hilbert value
of their center and divide them into S equal sized groups.
SplitHC is motivated by [KF93].
(iii) IRS: insert the entries into S slots using the R*-tree insertion
algorithm [BKSS90].
From the above partitioning methods, SplitXL and SplitHC include just sorting and splitting. The third partitioning method, IRS
(insert, re-insert and split), is more sophisticated. Starting from a
single empty slot, for each entry e, the following insertion algorithm is called:
Algorithm IRS(RTreeEntry e)
1. choose a slot s, such that e.MBR is contained into s.MBR.
1a. If more than one such slots exist, choose the one with the smallest
area.
1b. If no such slot exists, choose the one that causes the minimum
overlap enlargement (between the slots) when e is inserted to it.
2. insert e into s and update its MBR.
2a. If s overflows, and no other overflow has occurred during this insertion:
• sort the entries in s according to their distance of their centers to
the center of s.MBR
• delete from s the 30% last (furthest) entries and update s.MBR
• re-insert the entries into the slots
2b. If s overflows, and overflow has reoccurred during this insertion:
• apply the R*-tree split algorithm to split s into 2 slots.

The first part of IRS is equivalent to the ChooseSubtree R*-tree
algorithm that determines the best leaf node when inserting a rectangle. Part 2a is equivalent to the Forced Reinsert, whereas 2b is
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Under typical system conditions (e.g. page size 4K-8K, M=64)
usually k will be the root level, or the level under the root.
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(c) slot index over level 1

Figure 3: An R-tree and a slot index built over it
the R*-tree split algorithm. IRS does not guarantee slots of equal
size; the equal size splitting criterion is not considered in order to
favor the good shape criterion. To ensure that the final number of
partitions after IRS will be “around S”, and considering that the
slot utilization is 70% on the average [BKSS90] (given that slots
will be at least 40% full), we set as slot capacity (10/7)⋅(nE/S), so
that the average number of entries in a slot will be nE/S. The final
number of buckets may not be S but will definitely be between
70%S (if all buckets are full) and (7/4)⋅S (if all buckets are 40%
full). If these limits are out of the valid range, the maximum slot
capacity should be tuned correspondingly. Notice that the expected nE cannot exceed min(M⋅CA, CA2), where CA is the node
capacity (maximum fanout) in RA, otherwise the upper tree level
should be used for partition. Therefore, all three partitioning policies can take place in main memory with trivial CPU time cost. In
section 3.3 we empirically compare these three splitting policies.
After building the slot index, the second set B is hashed into
buckets with the same extents as the slots. As in HJ, if an object
from B does not intersect any bucket it is filtered; if it intersects
more than one buckets it is replicated. The join phase of SISJ is
also similar to the corresponding phase of HJ. All data from RA
indexed by a slot are loaded and joined with the corresponding
hash-bucket for set B. When the buffer does not permit the R-tree
data under a slot to fit in memory, it may be natural for the partitions of the second set not to fit in memory, as well. If these sets
are small, external sorting + plane sweep [APR+98] or indexed
nested loop join (using as root of the R-tree the corresponding
slot), may work well, but for large sets the best solution is the
recursive application of SISJ, in a similar way to recursive hashjoin [SKS97]. During the join phase of SISJ, when no data from B
is inserted into a bucket, the R-tree data under the corresponding
slot do not need to be loaded (slot filtering).

3.2 Analysis of SISJ
In this section we provide formulae for the cost of SISJ in terms
of I/O, and analytically compare the algorithm with STJ and HJ.
Let A be the first dataset, which is indexed by an R-tree RA, and B
the second dataset, for which no index exists. TA denotes the
number of pages (blocks) of RA, and PB is the number of pages of
B. Initially, the slots have to be determined from A. This requires
loading the top k levels of RA in order to find the appropriate slot
level. Let sA be the fraction of RA nodes from the root until k. The
slot index is built in memory, thus no additional I/O is required.
Set B is then hashed into the slots requiring PB accesses for reading, and PB + rBPB - fBPB accesses for writing, where rB is the
fraction of replicated data and fB is the fraction of filtered data.
Thus, the cost of SISJ partition phase is:
Cpart = sA⋅TA + (2+rB-fB)⋅PB

(2)

Next, the algorithm will join the contents of the buckets from both
sets. If for each joined pair at least one bucket fits in memory,
then a single scan is required; the smaller partition is loaded in
memory and each object of the other partition is probed against it.
If no bucket fits in memory, pages may have to be fetched more

(a) California roads (T1)

(b) Leaf node MBRs of T1

(c) SplitXL partitioning

(d) SplitHC partitioning

(e) IRS partitioning

Figure 4: T1 slot index using three partitioning policies
than once from the disk. We consider the typical case, where the
buffer is large enough, for at least one partition to fit in memory.
For fairness, we make the same assumption when analyzing STJ
and HJ. The pages from set A that have to be fetched for the join
phase are the remaining (1-sA)⋅TA, since the pointers to the slot
entries are kept in the slot index and need not be loaded again
from the top levels of the R-tree. Moreover, some of these will not
be fetched at all, if a slot is filtered. We consider the worst case
and ignore the possibility of filtered slots for dataset A. The number of I/O accesses required for the join phase is:
Cjoin = (1-sA)⋅TA + (1+rB-fB)⋅PB

(3)

considering that the join output is not written back to disk. Summarizing, the total cost of SISJ is:
CSISJ = Cpart + Cjoin = TA + (3+2rB-2fB)⋅PB

(4)

The cost of HJ (under the same assumptions as SISJ) is:
CHJ = Csampling + 3PA + (3+2rB-2fB)⋅PB

(5)

in accordance with the corresponding formula in [KS97]. HJ requires Csampling random accesses to determine the initial slots and
an extra reading and writing to hash A. After hashing A and determining the final bucket extents, HJ follows the same procedure
with SISJ. From eq. (4) and (5), and given that for typical R*-tree
structures PA = 70%TA, SISJ clearly outperforms HJ in terms of
I/O.
Next, we provide an analysis of the seeded tree join (STJ). We
charge the same I/O for copying the seed levels, as for determining the slots in SISJ, i.e. sATA. For fairness to STJ, we assume that
a grown sub-tree can fit in memory. Thus the growing phase costs
3PB + TB because the second set has to be initially read and written under the slots in sequential files; then the sequential files
have to be read to build the grown sub-trees, and finally, TB tree
pages have to be written back (as the whole seeded tree is not
expected to fit in memory). The join phase for STJ is expected to
cost at least TA + TB (all pages from both trees are read during RJ
[HJR97b]). Summarizing,
CSTJ = (1+sA)⋅TA + 3PB + 2TB

(6)

From eq. (4), (6) we can conclude that the cost difference between
STJ and SISJ is: CSTJ - CSISJ = sATA+ 2TB - (2rB - 2fB)⋅PB. For
reasonable filtering and replication ratios, the difference is substantial; STJ needs an extra read/write for the seeded tree (2TB)
which is a considerable overhead. Furthermore, STJ is expected to
be more expensive than SISJ in terms of CPU-time, due to the
CPU-intensive seeded tree construction. In conclusion, SISJ retains (i) the advantage of STJ, which avoids partitioning the first
set using information from the R-tree to decide the hash-bucket
extents and (ii) the advantage of HJ, which avoids on-the-fly Rtree building, requiring to read the second set only twice.

3.3 Experimental evaluation of SISJ
In order to evaluate the performance of SISJ we conducted three
sets of experiments. We first compare the quality of the three partitioning policies (SplitXL, SplitHC and IRS), then we test the
effect of S in the performance of SISJ, and finally, SISJ is compared with HJ and RJ. In our experiments we used several real
and synthetic data files, described in Table 1. Files AS, AL, AU,
and AH are publicly available at http://www.maproom.psu.edu/dcw/.
T1 and T2 [Bur89] are commonly used to benchmark spatial join
algorithms [BKS93, LR96, HJR97a, KC98]. The synthetic files
G1 and G2 were created according to a Gaussian distribution with
16 clusters. The centers of the clusters were randomly generated,
and the sigma value of the data distribution around the clusters
followed a random value between 1/20 and 1/10 of the map size.
The density of a dataset is defined as the total area of the rectangles divided by the area of the workspace3. An R*-tree was built
for each dataset. The page size (equal to the tree node size) was
set to 8K, and the buffer size was set to 512K. Table 1 also shows
the height h of the corresponding R*-trees, the number P of pages
that fit the datasets in a sequential file and the number T of tree
nodes. All experiments were run on an UltraSparc2 workstation
(200 MHz) with 256MB of main memory.
Set Description
GS Greek roads
GR Greek rivers
AS German roads
AL German railroads
AU German utilities
AH German hypsography
T1 California roads
T2 California rivers+railroads
U1 Uniform distributed MBRs
U2 Uniform distributed MBRs
G1 Gaussian distributed MBRs
G2 Gaussian distributed MBRs

size
density
23268
0.33
24650
0.39
30674
0.08
36334
0.07
17790
0.12
76999
0.04
131461 0.05
128971 0.39
100000 0.5
100000 1
100000 0.5
100000 1

h
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2

P
57
61
75
89
44
189
322
316
245
245
245
245

T
88
93
113
129
69
276
469
428
324
321
328
329

Table 1: Characteristics of the datasets used at the experiments
First, we test the quality of the three partitioning policies of SISJ.
Figure 4(b) shows the set of 466 level 1 entries of the T1 R*-tree
(the root contains just two entries). If we set S = 20, and follow
policies SplitXL, SplitHC, and IRS, we get the partitions of Figure 4(c), 4(d) and 4(e), respectively. The figures show that IRS
achieves better quality partitions (smaller overlap and total area)
than SplitXL and SplitHC. Figure 5 presents the effect of the three
3

Given a series of different layers of the same region (e.g. rivers,
streets, forests), its workspace is defined as the total area covered by all layers (not necessarily rectangular) including holes,
if any.
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Figure 5: Performance of SISJ with the three partitioning policies
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Figure 6: Overall partition and join cost (in seconds) of SISJ for various values of S
policies on the performance of SISJ for various join pairs. The
overall time was computed after charging 10ms for each page
access, a typical value for modern disks [SKS97]. In all cases IRS
is substantially better than the other two policies, with SplitXL
performing very bad because of the extensive replication it introduces. The inferior performance of SplitXL and SplitHC is due to
the fact that the entries to be split have large spatial extents
[vdBSW97]. In the rest of the paper we adopt IRS as the standard
SISJ partitioning policy.
In the next experiment we test the effect of S on the performance
of SISJ. The overall cost of the three joins that involve real datasets is split to partitioning and join cost (Figure 6). Notice that
there is no significant difference in performance for the different
choices. The partitioning time grows slightly with S, as more
bucket extents have to be tested and more replication is introduced. The join time is larger for small S when the datasets are
large (e.g., T1 T2), because the chance that some buckets for a
hash partition will not fit in memory increases. As the differences
are trivial, a relatively large S, which will certainly lead to partitions that fit in memory, is a safe choice.
In the final set of experiments, we compare SISJ with HJ and RJ.
The number of slots S in the experiments was set to 25 for both
HJ and SISJ. When SISJ was applied, the R-tree index for the first
set was used. Most pairs of buckets to be joined fitted in memory
and a fast plane sweep technique was utilized to perform the join.
For RJ, the page replacement policy in the buffer was LRU. Figure 7 illustrates the performance of all three algorithms. Because
STJ cannot be applied in the current experimental setting without
buffer thrashing (nE>M), we omit it from the evaluation.
From the charts we can conclude that SISJ is clearly the best
choice when only one index exists; it outperforms HJ in all cases.
RJ is the clear winner, if R-trees exist for both sets, a fact that was
expected. The CPU overhead of HJ in comparison to RJ is large,
thus, even if the difference between random and sequential I/O is
considered, RJ still outperforms HJ. In some cases (e.g. GS GR,
AS AL), the CPU-time overhead of HJ is very large. We ob-

served that in these cases HJ spends most of its time partitioning
the first dataset; if an object is not contained in any slot, the appropriate slot has to be determined and updated based on some
factors (overlap, area) that are CPU-intensive. When the first dataset is clustered, the above situation is very common and the time
to partition the first set is considerable. In order to test the partitioning overhead in HJ and SISJ, we decomposed the processing
of the first three joins into partition and join time for all algorithms (Figure 8). Observe that HJ, SISJ and RJ require almost the
same time at join phase. This indicates that as long as partitions of
good quality have been constructed, the time to join them is close
to the optimal. The performance gap between HJ and SISJ is
mainly due to the difference between partitioning the first dataset
(for HJ) and constructing the slot index (for SISJ). The construction of the slot index never exceeded 1% of the total CPU-time.
In summary, SISJ is a spatial hash join algorithm that achieves
very good performance when computing joins in the presence of a
single R-tree, based on the following properties:
•

•

The hash-buckets are decided upon the tree structure and no
extra I/O for hashing the build input is needed.
The partitions of the build input are guaranteed to have, approximately, the same number of objects, as they point to almost
the same number of R-tree entries. Thus, skewed data are handled very efficiently.

In the rest of the paper we show how SISJ can be combined with
other spatial join algorithms to process complex spatial queries
involving multiple inputs.

4. PROCESSING OF MULTIWAY SPATIAL JOINS
In spatial database applications the user is not limited to simple
selections and joins, but queries often involve processing of numerous spatial sets, or combinations of spatial and non-spatial
attributes. Here, we deal with the problem of joining more than
two spatial inputs in a uni-processor, centralized environment. As
an example consider the query “find all cities that intersect a river
which also passes through an industrial area”. Such queries re-
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quire (i) determining a good execution plan that will minimize the
evaluation time and usage of resources, and (ii) an execution engine that applies this plan, by effectively managing the synchronization between the spatial join operators.
Multiway spatial joins can be expressed by a query graph Q(V,E),
where each node V corresponds to a spatial relation, and each
edge E to a join predicate. Figure 9(a) shows the graph of a multiway join that involves four relations. The query can be processed
by applying several combinations of pairwise join algorithms. For
instance, the plan in Figure 9(c) may involve the execution of RJ
for determining R3 R4. The intermediate result may then be
joined with R2 (using SISJ), and finally with R1. On the other
hand, the plan of 9(d) corresponds to executing R 1 R2 and
R3 R4 using RJ, and joining the intermediate results using HJ.
In this section we provide cost models and optimization techniques for the processing of multiway spatial joins.
R1
R4

R4

R2

R3

R3
R1

R2

concurrent execution of many joins is not possible unless the intermediate results are sorted on the next join’s attribute (an uncommon situation). Left-deep plans are linear in nature and restrict the space of possible execution orders, making the optimization procedure faster. Later, the development of hash-join algorithms shifted attention towards bushy and right-deep plans. The
trade-off is the explosion of the query optimization search space;
the excessive number of execution plans makes query optimization a time-consuming task, and several hill-climbing techniques
that discover sub-optimal plans in reasonable time have been proposed (e.g., [IK90]).
The techniques available for relational joins, however, are not
readily applicable to multiway spatial joins. The main difference
between relational and spatial queries is the non-transitivity of the
most common spatial predicate overlap, as opposed to the transitivity of the equal (=) predicate in relational natural and equijoins. As a result, the following apply for multiway spatial joins:
•

R1
R2

R1
R3

R2

R3

R4

R4

(a) query graph (b) left-deep plan (c) right-deep plan

(d) bushy plan

Figure 9: a query and some alternative ways of processing

4.1 Special issues about multiway spatial joins
Many techniques that deal with the optimization and execution of
complex relational queries in centralized and distributed environments have been proposed during the last 20 years (see [Gra93]
and [JK84] for two surveys). Early query optimization methods
considered only left-deep plans, because the first join algorithms
(nested loops and merge join) made other plans either impossible,
or very expensive. Furthermore, they did not allow for concurrent
execution of multiple joins. For instance, merge join calls for
writing and sorting of intermediate results, thus pipelining and

•

Cycles cannot be eliminated in the same way as in the relational
model. Cycle elimination in relational queries is based on the
transitivity of the equal predicate [BC81]. For instance, consider
three relations R1, R2, R3 and the cycle ((R1.A = R2.B), (R2.B =
R3.C) and (R1.A = R3.C)). As the third clause is implied by the
first two, it can be safely ignored. On the other hand, if A,B,C
are spatial relations and the predicate is overlap instead of equal,
the third clause is not inferred from the first two and, therefore, it
cannot be removed.
The number of possible execution plans does not explode as fast
as in relational joins. For instance, the relational query ((R1.A =
R2.B) and (R2.B = R3.C)), can be executed using the plan
(R1 R3) R2, which is not valid for the corresponding spatial
query ((R1 overlap R2) and (R2 overlap R3)). The total number of
plans when joining n spatial inputs depends on the form of the
query graph. Complete graphs (cliques) may lead to a number of
join plans comparable to the corresponding number for relational
queries, but in general, queries are simpler (i.e., with fewer edges

Iterator
RJ
SISJ (assuming that left
input is the R-tree input)
HJ (assuming that left input
is the build input and right
input the probe input)

Open
open tree files
open left tree file; construct slot index; open right
(probe) input; call next on right input and hash
results into slots; close right input
open left input; call next on left and write the
results into intermediate file while determining
the extents of the hash buckets; close left input;
hash all results from intermediate file into left
buckets; open right input; call next on right and
hash all results into right buckets; close right
input

Next
return next tuple
perform hash-join and
return next tuple
perform hash-join and
return next tuple

Close
close tree files
close tree file; deallocate slot index and
hash buckets
deallocate hash buckets

Table 2: Iterator functions for spatial join algorithms
than complete graphs). Moreover, joining a large number of spatial inputs (e.g., >10) is uncommon, as opposed to relational queries which have a broader number of applications. Thus, exhaustive search in the whole space of possible plans is feasible.

4.2 Execution of multiway spatial joins
Following the relational query processing paradigm, multiway
spatial joins can be processed by implementing a set of join operators. The algorithm used for a spatial join operator depends on
whether an index exists for the underlying inputs. Thus, RJ can be
applied only when the inputs are leaves in the execution plan, i.e.,
datasets indexed by R-trees. SISJ is employed when only one
input is indexed by an R-tree. Because of the symmetry of RJ and
SISJ, we only consider right-deep plans, where the left input is
indexed by an R-tree (each left-deep plan can be transformed to
an equivalent right-deep plan). In all other cases (i.e., bushy
plans), a spatial join algorithm which joins inputs with no index is
used. For simplicity, we employ HJ due to its common modules
with SISJ, even though other algorithms (e.g., PBSM, S3J and
SSSJ) could also be applied.
Multiway joins with cycles can be executed by transforming them
to tree expressions using the most selective edges of the graph and
filtering the results with respect to the other relations in memory.
For instance, consider the cycle (R1 overlap R2), (R2 overlap R3),
(R3 overlap R1) and the query execution plan R1 (R2 R3).
When joining the tuples of (R2 R3) with R1 we can use either
the predicate (edge) (R2 overlap R1), or (R3 overlap R1) as the join
condition. If (R2 overlap R1) is the most selective one (i.e., results
in the minimum cost), it is applied for the join and the qualifying
tuples are filtered with respect to (R3 overlap R1).
Table 2 shows the iterator functions [Gra93] for all three spatial
join algorithms in an execution engine running on a centralized,
uni-processor environment that applies pipelining. Since RJ is
employed for the leaves, it just executes the join and passes the
results to the upper operator. SISJ first constructs the slot index,
then hashes the results of the probe (right) input into the corresponding buckets and finally executes the join passing the results
to the upper operator. HJ does not have knowledge about the initial buckets where the results of the left join will be hashed; thus,
it cannot avoid writing the results of its left input to disk. At the
same time it performs sampling to determine the initial extents of
the hash buckets. Then the results from the intermediate file are
read and hashed to the buckets. The results of the probe input are
immediately hashed to buckets.
Notice that in this implementation, the system buffer is shared
between at most two operators. Next functions never run concurrently; when join is executed at one operator, only hashing is

performed at the upper operator. Thus, given a memory buffer of
M pages, the operator which is currently performing join uses M-S
pages and the upper operator, which performs hashing, uses S
pages, where S is the number of slots/buckets. In this way, the
utilization of the memory buffer is maximized.

4.3 Plan cost estimation
In order to determine the optimal plan for a multiway spatial join,
we need accurate formulae for estimating the costs of the join
operators and the size and distribution of intermediate results. For
SISJ and HJ we use the cost formulae given in section 3.2. The
cost of RJ is difficult to estimate due to the implication of the
LRU buffer. Theodoridis et al. [TSS98] provide an analytical
formula that predicts the cost of RJ in terms of node accesses,
based on the properties (density, cardinality) of the joined datasets. In their analysis, no buffer, or a trivial buffer scheme is assumed. In practice, however, the existence of a buffer affects the
number of page accesses significantly. Here we adopt the formula
provided in [HJR97b], which predicts actual page accesses in the
presence of an LRU buffer:
CRJ = TA + TB + (NA(RA, RB) - TA - TB)⋅P(node, M)

(7)

where NA(RA, RB) is the total number of R-tree nodes accessed by
RJ, and P(node, M) is the probability that a requested R-tree node
will not be in the buffer (of size M) and will result in a page fault.
More details about the computation of NA(RA, RB) and P(node,
M) can be found in [HRJ97b].
We tested the accuracy of eq. (4), (5) and (7) by calculating estimated and actual I/O costs for the join pairs of Figure 7 using the
same experimental settings. When estimating the cost of HJ and
SISJ (eq (4) and (5)), we set fB = 0 and rB = 20% (typical ratios
for good hash buckets). Figure 10 illustrates the differences between the estimated and experimental values. The formulae for HJ
and SISJ are very precise (usually below 10% relative error). The
cost formula for RJ is also accurate and, since the joined files
cover the same area, the error is between 10% and 20% (in accordance with the corresponding experiments in [HJR97b]). Therefore, the analytical cost formulae for HJ, SISJ and RJ are precise
enough for inclusion in spatial query optimizers4.
In addition to the join cost, a query optimizer for multiway spatial
joins needs formulae for the expected size (i.e., number of solu-

4

The original formulas are slightly modified to capture pipelining; in particular, for HJ and SISJ, we exclude the cost of reading the right input, and charge one extra write for the left input
of HJ, because it must be materialized.
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Figure 10: Experimental and analytically estimated page accesses for the various joins
tions) of a join, in order to estimate the input size of upper joins.
The size of a join output is determined by the following:
•

•

•

The size of the sets to be joined. If SizeA and SizeB are the sizes
of the inputs, the join may produce up to SizeA⋅SizeB tuples
(Cartesian product).
The density of the sets. Datasets with large density have rectangles with larger average area, thus producing larger number of
intersections.
The distribution of the rectangles inside the sets. This is the most
difficult factor to estimate, as in many cases the distribution is
not known, and even if known, its characteristics are very difficult to capture.

Following the analysis in [TSS98] and [HJR97b], the number of
output tuples when joining two datasets A and B with uniform
distribution is:
SizeA

B

= SizeB⋅SizeA⋅(rectA + rectB)2

(8)

where rectA is the average side length of a rectangle in A, and the
rectangle co-ordinates are normalized to take values from [0,1). In
other words, the size of A B is the number of rectangles in A
intersected by an average rectangle in B, multiplied by the number
of rectangles in B. Given the density DA of set A, the average side
length of a rectangle in A is:
rectA =

D A /Size A

(9)

When joining files with non-uniform distributions, eq. (8) is not
expected to provide an accurate join size estimation. Motivated by
an idea from [TSS98], we use statistical information for the distribution of the datasets in order to estimate the join size. In particular, we partition the workspace into a grid of equal sized cells.
The criterion for assigning a rectangle to a cell is the enclosure of
the rectangle’s center, thus no rectangle is assigned to more than
one cells. For each cell, the number of rectangles and the normalized average rectangle size is kept. The estimation of the join
output size is then done using eq. (8) for each cell and summing
up the results.
Table 3 shows the estimated join sizes for various grids and the
average relative error, where relative error is defined as |estimated
I/O-actual I/O|/actual I/O. For joins involving highly skewed data
(i.e. GS GR) the accuracy of the join size grows with the size of
the grid, whereas in other cases even a small grid provides a good
prediction. The size of the grid is however crucial for the applicability of the method. Since the grid is used to compute the size of
intermediate join results during query optimization, it should be
small enough to fit in main memory. In our implementation we
chose a 50×50 grid because it provides reasonable precision without introducing significant overhead.

Pair
size

GS GR AS AL T1 T2 U1 U2 G1 G2
51617
20518
86094 292080 281689
Size estimation
No grid 34392
10050
94084 302051 302051
11483
69475 302013 289090
20×20 31521
13154
78312 302801 291332
50×50 38495
15539
83706 305267 291587
100×100 45253

G2 U2 error
401416
408000
412816
413522
414979

0.17
0.18
0.13
0.08

Table 3: Join output size estimation using grids
In order to compute the output size of a join which takes intermediate results as input, we may apply eq. (8) for each pair of cells,
but now Size corresponds to the number of estimated intermediate
results in a cell, and rect is the average rectangle size in the cell of
the corresponding joined relation. Consider, for instance, the
multiway join ((R1 overlap R2) and (R2 overlap R3)), and the execution plan R1 (R2 R3): SizeB in eq. (8) becomes SizeR2 R3,
and rectB = rectR2.
Although eq. (8) is accurate for pairwise joins and acyclic multiway joins, if the query graph contains cycles, it only provides an
upper bound for the size of the output. Analytical formulae that
estimate the output size of multiway spatial joins with tree and
clique graphs are provided in [PMT99]. These formulae can be
used in our case to estimate the intermediate results of query subgraphs that can be decomposed to trees and cliques. For instance,
all decompositions of a query that involves four inputs in a cycle
are tree subgraphs, thus (8) can be used to estimate their output
size.

4.4

Query Optimization

In this section we show how the above analytical formulae can be
incorporated in a dynamic programming algorithm that generates
the optimal execution plan for multiway spatial joins. Even
though the proposed optimal_plan algorithm can be applied for
the general case where spatial relations may not be indexed, for
simplicity of the pseudo-code we assume that all datasets are indexed by R-trees.
The optimal plan for a query is determined in a bottom-up fashion
from its subgraphs. Initially, the cost and output size of each
pairwise join (i.e., each graph edge) is computed, using equations
(7) and (8), respectively. At step i, for each connected subgraph Qi
with i nodes, optimal_plan determines the best decomposition of
Qi to two connected parts, based on the optimal cost of executing
these parts and their size. When one of the parts consists of a single node, SISJ is considered as the join execution algorithm,
whereas if both parts have at least two nodes, HJ is used. The
output size is estimated using the size of the plans that formulate
the decomposition.

Algorithm optimal_plan(Query Q, int n) /*n = number of inputs*/
For Each connected subgraph Q2 ∈ Q of size 2 Do
Q2.cost = CRJ(A, B); /*eq. (7)*/
Q2.size = Size(A, B); /*eq. (8)*/
EndFor /* Q2 */
For i=3 to n Do
For Each connected subgraph Qi ∈ Q with i nodes Do
/*Find optimal plan for Qi*/
Qi.cost = ∞; Qi.plan = NULL;
For Each decomposition Qi → {Qk, Qi-k}, Qk, Qi-k connected Do
If (k=1) Then /*Qk is a single node; SISJ will be used*/
{Qk, Qi-k}.cost=Qi-k.cost+CSISJ(Qk, Qi-k); /*eq. (4)*/
Else /*both components are sub-plans; HJ will be used*/
{Qk, Qi-k}.cost=Qk.cost+Qi-k.cost+CHJ(Qk, Qi-k); /*eq.(5)*/
EndIf /*k=1*/
If {Qk,Qi-k}.cost<Qi.cost Then /*better than former optimal*/
Qi.plan={Qk, Qi-k}; /*mark decomp. as Qi’s optimal plan*/
Qi.cost={Qk, Qi-k}.cost; /*mark so far optimal cost of Qi*/
EndIf /*mincost*/
EndFor /*decomposition*/
/*Estimate Qi’s output size from optimal decomposition*/
Qi.size = Size(Qi.plan);
EndFor /*Qi*/
EndFor /*i*/
End /*optimal_plan*/

At the end of the algorithm, Q.plan will be the optimal plan, and
Q.cost and Q.size will hold its expected cost and size. Due to the
bottom-up computation of the optimal plans, the cost and size for
a specific query subgraph is computed only once. The price to pay
is the storage requirements for the algorithm, which is manageable
for typical query graphs. The worst case of time and space requirements, is when the graph is complete (clique). Then at level
i, the number of subgraphs to be tested is C(i,n) and the total storage cost is:
n

C-spaceoptimal_plan() =

n

∑  i  < 2

n

(10)

i =2

Initially, optimal_plan will compute the costs of all pairwise joins
(C(2,n) for clique topology). Then at each level i, 2<i≤n, all combinations C(i,n) of connected subgraphs must be decomposed in
order to find the optimal decomposition. Thus, the worst case time
requirement for the algorithm is:
n
C-timeoptimal_plan() =   +
 2

n

 n

∑   i ⋅# decompositions

WC

i =3


(i )  (11)


where the (worst case) number of possible decompositions at i is:
i −1

i
  , if i is odd

 j = i / 2   j 
#decompositionsWC(i) =  i −1
i  i 

  -   , if i is even

j
i/ 2
 j =i / 2    

∑

∑

(12)

For a clique query with 10 variables, eq. (10) results in 1013, and
eq. (11) gives 24,070, which implies that optimization is very fast
compared to query execution time. In practice, query graphs usually contain fewer edges (than cliques) and the actual numbers are
much smaller than the above bounds. Among acyclic queries with
10 variables, the one that generates the largest number of subgraphs (=511) has a star topology, while the one that generates
the smallest number (=45) has a chain topology. When cost and

size are estimated using a grid, this grid should be maintained and
updated for each connected subgraph. Typical queries of n≤10 are
able to support a 50×50 grid, given a reasonably large memory
buffer.

4.5 Experimental evaluation
We tested the accuracy of the cost formulae and the optimization
algorithm for several types of queries. We used the datasets presented in section 3, and created some extra synthetic sets, in order
to produce a variety of queries with reasonable output size 5. Datasets U3, U4 (G3, G4) were generated in the same way as U1, U2
(G1, G2) but contain 50,000 rectangles, of density 0.1 and 0.5,
respectively. All datasets were indexed by R*-trees with the same
parameters as in section 3. The buffer size was set to 512K. We
did not consider non-connected query graphs since they can be
processed by computing the results of each connected subgraph
and then their Cartesian product.
In the experiments we ran 30 queries that involved 3 to 7 synthetic datasets, and several queries with the four Germany layers.
We applied both cyclic and acyclic queries including chains (e.g.,
“find all supermarkets which are next to a bank, which is next to a
government building”) and star queries (e.g., “find all cities
crossed by a river which also crosses some industrial area and
some forest”). The difference between estimated and experimental
cost never exceeded 15%, showing that the cost estimation, which
is a crucial factor for query optimization, is very accurate. In general, the average prediction error grew with the number of joined
inputs due to accumulation of errors in the estimation of intermediate join results. For queries involving synthetic sets the estimation was very precise, because they are less skewed than real ones.
Table 4 illustrates some example queries, and their optimal execution plan, as calculated by optimal_plan using a 50×50 statistics
grid. The output size of the queries, the estimated and experimental I/O cost, the (actual) overall cost (I/O cost + CPU time) in
seconds and query optimization time are provided. Notice that
optimization never exceeded 2% of the total cost (usually it
ranged between 0.5% and 1%). All right deep plans were proven
I/O bound, whereas for some bushy plans the CPU-cost was found
comparable to the I/O cost (e.g. query 1). This is due to the HJ
algorithm which in some cases is CPU-bound (e.g., see GS GR
in Figure 7). In general, bushy plans (that use HJ) were preferred
to right-deep plans (where SISJ is applied), only when the number
of intermediate results that have to be hashed in slots created by
SISJ is very large and their materialization introduces significant
I/O overhead. Table 5 illustrates the above observation by presenting the execution costs (I/O and overall time) of some plans of
the 1st query.
In this query, right-deep plans perform worse than the optimal
bushy plan due to the large size of intermediate results before the
last (SISJ) join. For instance, plan 5(d) is more expensive than
5(a), because the intermediate result G3 G4 G1 U1 is
large. Considering the significant cost difference between alternative plans, optimization may achieve large performance gains
while adding minimal overhead. In the optimal plan 5(a), although U1 U3 produces more tuples than G3 G4 G1, it is

5

Synthetic datasets U2 and G2 produced an excessive number (in
the order of millions) of output tuples when included with U1
and G1 in multiway joins.

1(chain)
U3 U1

2(star)
U3 U1

G1

G1

G3

G4

G3

3(acyclic)

U3

U1

G4

G3

G4

G3

G4

U1

G1 G3

U3

output: 92061
Est I/O: 3875
Exp. I/O: 3707
total time: 65.7
opt. Time: 0.48

5(chain)
AS AL

6(star)
AS AL

AU

AU

AH

AH

U3

7(single cycle)
AS AL

8(clique)
AS AL

AS

AL

G1

AH

AU

AU

AH

AH

AU AS

AH

AL

AS

AL AU

AH

AH

AL AU

AS AU

G3 G4

G1 G3

output: 110907
Est I/O: 3958
Exp. I/O: 4082
total time: 80.1
opt. time: 0.45

U1
G1

U1 U3 G4

G4

G3 G4

U3

G1

U1

U1 U3 G1

4(two cycles)

output: 110366
Est I/O: 4642
Exp. I/O: 4731
total time: 86.58
opt. time: 0.46

output: 23970
Est I/O: 2766
Exp. I/O: 2868
total time: 54.48
opt. time: 0.5

output: 7007
Est. I/O: 835
Exp. I/O: 987
total time: 16.31
opt. time: 0.24

output: 14735
Est I/O: 821
Exp. I/O: 924
total time: 16.05
opt. time: 0.27

output: 2068
Est. I/O: 777
Exp. I/O: 960
total time: 17.19
opt. time: 0.25

output: 832
Est. I/O: 683
Exp. I/O: 813
total time: 14.78
opt. time: 0.29

Table 4: Optimal execution plans for various queries
68380

48938

55481

117130
145792

45511

U1 U3 G1
G3 G4

G1
45511

104952
68380

G1 G3 U3
U1 G4

G3 G4 U3 U1

141115

U3

48938

U1

45511

G1

I/O: 5587
total time: 96.07
(b)

I/O: 7274
total time: 138.4
(c)

117130

G3

145792

U3
G3 G4

I/O: 4082
total time: 80.1
(a)

104952

G1

I/O: 5653
total time: 105.8
(d)

U1 G4

I/O: 6790
total time: 132.71
(e)

Table 5: Costs of some execution plans for query 1 (the numbers over joins are the sizes of intermediate results)
used as the build input (left), because the tuples have smaller
length and, as a result, actual size of the materialized results is
smaller. Notice that if a semi-join was required (the intermediate
results were projected to a single column), G3 G4 G1 could
be the build input.
In order to test the accuracy of optimal_plan, we executed all
alternative plans for 20 of the tested queries. The algorithm found
the best plan in 18 cases. Whenever there was a better plan than
the generated one, the difference between the actual optimal and
the estimated plan was trivial, and it was due to size estimation
errors of intermediate results.
We also tested the effects of the statistical grid in the optimization
process. The cost and the optimal plan was estimated for various
grid sizes (No grid, 20×20, 50×50, 100×100). As expected, the
existence of the grid was of little importance for queries with
synthetic datasets. When real datasets were involved the difference was large, due to data skew and different area covered, with
the largest grids (50×50, 100×100) achieving more accurate cost
and size predictions. In some queries with many inputs and multiple join conditions, the 100×100 grid for all possible subgraphs,
could not fit in main memory, rendering optimization inapplicable. On the other hand, with the 50×50 grid the optimization
process was successful for all tested queries.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this paper is to provide an integrated approach to
processing pairwise and multiway spatial joins. First, we describe
and analyze previous work on spatial join algorithms, with and
without indexes on the input relations. Second, we propose a
novel spatial join algorithm, slot index spatial join, for the case
where only one of the two inputs is indexed by an R-tree. SISJ
achieves very good performance because (i) it avoids the expensive building of an on-the-fly R-tree, (ii) determines the hash-

bucket extents from the R-tree structure, without hashing the build
input, and (iii) it guarantees partitions of equal size for the build
input, which, for typical buffers, fit in memory, and thus handles
skewed data very efficiently.
Finally, we demonstrate how SISJ and other join algorithms can
be implemented as modules of a query execution engine that uses
pipelining to process multiple spatial inputs. In addition to analytical formulae that accurately predict the cost of execution plans,
we provide a dynamic programming algorithm that determines the
optimal plan of multiway spatial joins. The precision of the cost
formulae and query optimization is confirmed through extensive
experiments with synthetic and real data.
SISJ can be applied for relational joins, provided that the build
input is indexed by a B+-tree. The entries of a high B+-tree level
are split into S partitions, and the hash-function for the probe
input is decided upon the bounds of these partitions. It is not clear
whether this method is faster than sorting the probe input and
applying merge-sort. A straightforward advantage of SISJ in comparison to merge-sort approaches, is when the probe input is an
output of an underlying database operator and merge-sort requires
materialization of the probe input prior to sorting.
Currently, we study the combination of pairwise join algorithms
with a generalization of RJ, that synchronously traverses more
than two R-trees [PMD98]. Some results [MP99] show that in
many cases this method is superior to cascading executions of
pairwise join algorithms. We are also interested in investigating
the inter-parallelism between spatial join operators. So far, PBSM
has been parallelized in Paradise project [PYK+97], while intraparallelism of RJ has been shown in [BKS96]. In addition, we
plan to test the applicability of relational query decomposition
methods (e.g. [BC81]) for spatial query processing.
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